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1. Overview 
1. On June 30th. Cisco and IBM jointly announced their joint intent to “redefine everyday work 

with intelligent collaboration.” The initiative is to more closely integrate their collaboration 

solutions to improve overall effectiveness. The specific products include: Cisco’s WebEx and 

Spark and IBM’s Verse, Connections, and Watson. 

2. The first of the new integrations will include WebEx, Spark, Verse, and Connections and will be 

demonstrated at IBM World of Watson in October. AI related services are expected in 2017.  

3. Neither company is sharing financial details of the partnership. It is not a joint venture.  

4. This was the second Cisco and IBM announcement in June. The first was their intent to work 

together to integrate IBM’s Watson into Cisco edge routers. 

2. Build-Up 
1. IBM and Cisco hope that their combined portfolios will more effectively take-on Microsoft, 

Google, and Slack. Together the companies can offer enterprise social, messaging, real-time 

communications including conferencing, productivity apps, and AI.  

2. Cisco once took a run at the e-mail market with WebEx Mail which was discontinued in 2013. 

IBM and Cisco working together could challenge Microsoft Exchange. IBM launched its social 

savvy email solution, Verse, in 2014. 

3. IBM and Cisco have a long on-off history as partners. However, changes in management give 

this one good chance. At IBM Inhi Cho Suh was named GM of IBM Collaboration Solutions last 

February. Previously she headed acquisitions and appears to have a strong vision around API 

powered ecosystems. Rowan Trollope took over Cisco’s Collaboration unit over three years ago 

and also sees APIs, partners, and AI to be critical. Both foresee mobile, cloud, and social to 

change how teams collaborate. Both speak about combatting shadow-IT through seamless, 

integrated tools.  

4. It appears to be a win-win partnership in that it plays to each company’s strengths and market 

leading capabilities. IBM social, email, and cognitive can be paired with Cisco’s broad real-time 

applications. Together, both companies have a more complete solution. 

5. Cisco cited Partnering as a key component of its go to market approach and is looking to both 

IBM and Apple for assistance in penetrating additional enterprise accounts. 

6. IBM has struggled with real-time communications for decades. Attempts include the acquisition 

and sale of Rolm in the 1980s, bundling Asterisk on the IBM Cube in 2009, and a 3Com 

partnership in 2010. IBM bundled Sametime with Nortel in 2007, Cisco in 2009, and in 2010 

launched the Lotus Foundations Server with Mitel, BroadSoft, NEC, and ShoreTel.  

7. The vision of the combined offer includes contextual AI advising services, encrypted and shared 

documents, real-time communications, and e-signatures all within a single application.  

http://blogs.cisco.com/news/redefine-everyday-work
https://techcrunch.com/2016/06/02/ibm-cisco-iot/https:/techcrunch.com/2016/06/02/ibm-cisco-iot/
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3. Opinion 
1. Together, IBM and Cisco can provide a powerful suite of cloud-delivered cognitive-infused, 

productivity tools. The combined services span telephony, audio and video communications, 

workstream messaging, social networking, office productivity suite, email, and calendar. Cisco 

provides IBM enterprise real-time communications, and IBM provides Cisco strong AI and 

email. 

2. IBM is also working with Genband for cloud-delivered telephony (see Genband 2Pager) which 

can utilize the softphone built within Sametime.  

3. IBM has not indicated that Sametime will go away, but these actions can/should be interpreted 

as the end of any significant development. Sametime has been declining in strategic 

significance at IBM for some time. IBM is clearly prioritizing Social (Connections and Verse) and 

AI (Watson). Partnering with Cisco provides a migration path for its customers.  

4. Installed usage of Sametime is not public. It is primarily used for internal collaboration and 

messaging. Many licenses are sold through bundles.  

5. The impact of this partnership to IBM’s Project Toscana is unclear. Project Toscana is a 

cognitive collaboration that appears to be similar to Spark and Slack. The platform is intended 

to allow users to leverage their preferred add-ons (e.g. Box, Dropbox, WebEx, Zoom, etc.) and 

best-in-class service integrations. 

6. IBM intends to direct its Connections customers toward Cisco WebEx for conferencing. 

However, Cisco intends to merge WebEx with Spark. Project Toscana also overlaps regarding 

messaging-based, persistent collaboration. These potential overlaps could cause customer 

confusion and eventually threaten the partnership. 

7. Both companies are on a partnership spree. IBM recently announced partnerships with Box 

(collaborative cloud content), DocuSign (eSignatures), Actiance (compliance and archiving). 

Cisco Collaboration has announced partnerships with Box and Apple – both of which are also 

partners with IBM. 

8. IBM provides Cisco a needed AI engine – both Microsoft and Google have their own. Cisco has 

been developing with third-party services AI services such as API.AI and Wit.AI. Spark has 

access to considerable unstructured data including content (documents, photos, and 

messages), directories, conversation logs, calendars, and location. Watson’s APIs includes 

natural language classifiers, social extraction, and text analytics.  

9. Cisco is actively evaluating potential uses of Watson within its portfolio. It uses AI now in a new 

chatbot offer, and recently demonstrated Monica as a planned speech-enabled group assistant. 

10. AI + Spark is an intriguing concept. This is unchartered territory. Other than personal assistants 

found on smartphones, the only thing that seems similar is Microsoft Graph which provides 

analytics information on O365 data. IBM and Cisco are intending to go beyond analytics and 

assistants and augment collaboration with cognitive services. 

11. The go-to-market details are still unknown, but it is reasonable to assume that both companies 

will offer bundled services.  

12. This appears to be a logical arrangement that helps both companies. IBM and Cisco as well as 

their combined customers will all receive benefits from this partnership. 

http://www.talkingpointz.com/downloads/update-on-genband-2016

